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What is a supporter? 
At our Spring Conference, members voted to set up a formal registered 
supporters scheme. 

This will allow people who aren’t quite ready to become members, but are 
passionate supporters of the party to formally register and get some additional 
rights in return. 

Becoming a supporter is free - all supporters have to do is agree to our rules and 
values and to uphold our code of conduct. 

In return, they get access to the supporters area of the website - which is very 
similar to what members can see - the right to be consulted on policy and 
campaigns (but not decide on those things), access to member benefits and 
deals, the right to attend conferences (but not vote on policy) and access to most 
of the party’s training. 

The benefit for you, as a local party is that you’ll get full access to supporters 
contact details and be able to contact them by any of the means they’ve 
consented to. 

It’ll also help grow your capacity as a local party - as people who’ve been talking 
to pre-registered supporters have found that more than 50% of them are willing 
to get involved in campaigning. 

As a general rule, you should treat supporters like members. There’s a couple of 
exceptions though, as you shouldn’t: 

1. Invite supporters to executive meetings 
2. Allow supporters to vote in local selections 
3. Allow supporters to hold posts in your local party 
4. Allow supporters to stand as candidates 

But anything else you do for members, feel free to include supporters in. 

Just remember the three golden rules of engagement: 

Think more about what the member wants and needs, rather than only what 
you want or need. Remember that engagement is a two-way communication - 
listen to their ideas and feedback and thank them sincerely each and every time 
they engage with your local party 

Good luck! 

Greg Foster 

   

 



 

What HQ will do for Supporters 
When a supporter signs up online, the first thing we’ll do is send them a tailored 
onboarding series. 

This is 9-14 emails over a 3 week period - how many they get and how long it 
takes depends on what they do. 

This introduces them to the party and encourages them to take further actions, 
like sharing they’ve joined on social media, making a donation and signing up to 
volunteer. 

Unlike with members, supporters don’t get a postal welcome pack or a 
membership card. 

Within 2 weeks of them joining, they’ll also be set up with an account on the 
Federal website that gets them into the supporter’s area and means they’ll start 
receiving party emails. 

We’ll also periodically encourage them to upgrade to full membership - but we’d 
recommend waiting until they’ve been supporters for at least four or five 
months. 

We’ll also ask them to complete a new supporter’s survey, which gives us 
information on them and how they want to get involved.   
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What you should do with Supporters 
Supporters can be a massive benefit to your local party. It’s much easier for 
someone to sign up as a supporter than it is a member - and unlike someone 
signing a petition on the national website, you get all of their contact details. 

But just like members, first impressions matter. So here’s what we’d suggest you 
do: 

Organise a welcome event for new members 

Make it informal - your meeting doesn’t need to be a formal affair. Make it an 
evening or weekend event you can invite people along to for as long as they like. 

Make it inclusive - Look at your local activist team. Are they all alike? All roughly 
the same age and background? The same ethnicity or gender? All from the same 
part of your seat?  

We want to encourage you in the strongest terms to think about diversity 
BEFORE setting up your welcome event. Here are a few things to consider: 

1. Younger people may find it hard to access venues that are far away from 
public transport hubs. 

2. Older people and disabled people may be uncomfortable standing for 
long periods of time, or in cold places. 

3. Parents of young children may find it impossible to attend evening 
meetings, or any events around school/nursery drop off and pick up 
times. 

4. Religious people may not be able to come to a pub, or may not be able to 
be around any gambling/raffles. 

5. Women, ethnic minorities and LGBT+ people may be concerned about 
walking through town centres after dark once the shops are closed, or 
needing to park in remote car parks. 

6. Disabled people may not be able to get to a room that is up stairs - even 
one step would bar some people from being able to get into a room. 

7. People from poorer backgrounds may not be comfortable meeting 
anywhere that requires them to make a purchase to take part (eg buying a 
drink at a pub or coffee shop, or the ticket price of an event). 

New members & supporters - Make sure it’s badged as a ‘new members & 
supporters’ event’ so that new supporters feel comfortable coming along. 

Background - It’s a great opportunity to talk to your new members about why 
they joined the party. This gives them a chance to buy into the party as an 
organisation that’s about ideas and campaigning - as well as national and local 
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issues. And it gives you a chance to find out how they might like to get further 
involved. 

Campaigning - Talk to them about what your local party does and ask about 
whether they’re interested in helping out - but don’t just load them up with 
leaflets and hope for the best. 

Make them feel welcome - many of the new supporters are young and have not 
been a member of a political party before. Making them feel welcome can be the 
key to getting them involved in your campaigns in the future. Make sure they 
know you are there and there to help. 

Talk to them about the wider party  - Even if they aren’t able to get involved in your 
local party, they may be able to get involved in some of the more national 
activities of the party - from policy making to conference to online activism on 
national issues. Talk to them about whatever they’re interested in, and if you 
don’t think you have all the information, our Members’ and Supporters’ Services 
team are always happy to help out. 

Introduce them to campaigning - Your new members’ event is a good place to find 
out what matters to them locally. It could help you come up with your local 
party’s next campaign - and it’ll give you the opportunity to get them involved.   
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How to find your supporters 
Supporters can all be found on Salesforce - and we’ve set up a couple of views to help 
you find them. 

Here’s how to find them: 

1. Login to Salesforce using your normal username and password 

2. Click on the "Contacts" tab. 

3. Using the drop-down menu next to the word "View", select "Registered Supporter - All 
Active" or "Registered Supporters - Last 30 days" 

4. You should then see a list of all registered supporters in your local party. 

We’re also working on exports for supporters and hope to have those live in then next 
few days.  
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